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About This Game

It has been years since brave Mina Lockheart defeated Lord Strix. But dark shadows are rising once again! Spirits are
restless! For he has awaken! Evil Lord Strix is breeding a new army to enslave all creatures from the Dragon Mountains!

It is once again up to Mina and her best friend spirit Malik to travel to distant parts of the world and find clues how to open the
passage to a hidden wasteland - Lord Strix's lair. Meet different characters along your journey, help them and have them help

you. Search and discover new places, but hurry! Lord Strix gets stronger by the minute!

Features:

Follow the clues and find the passage to Strix's lair

Explore many unique fantasy locations

Meet mythical creatures on your journey

Solve dozens of puzzling minigames

Bright and colorful fantasy atmosphere
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Game of the year. Well... Lets see... This would be the very first MMO I ever played when it was published by Acclaim
(Acclame) back when CS1 the CS1 was the highest level and can only be reached by doing Wild Tower dungeon repeatedly.
The game graphics has not seen any updates since then but the skills and mechanics has changed now. It holds many dear
memories for us who played a long time and it still hold a great deal of interest now. This game rewards those who spend money
on the game but it also rewards those who are patient. It is possible to get all the stuff by a free player but it will take time and
patience. Knowledge about the game is necessary. I am glad this is game is coming to steam and playredfox seems to a fine
publisher. Good luck to rest and let the grindfest begin.. This game has a lot of content for a free game. Give these devs a tip for
a job well done.. I'd actually been playing for quite a while before I realized that a lot of the content had racist and sexist
caricatures and themes. Examples: female protester enemies labelled as "feminist" are fat and ugly; enemies that are similar in
appearance to Latino gangbangers are called 'Vato" and "Wetbacks"; African-American (or, simply black) characters are big-
lipped and often seen eating fried chicken or dancing around like racist depictions of Aboriginals or wildmen; and, while slim
and pretty mermaid enemies are "Hot Mermaids", the fatter, uglier ones are labelled "Feminist Mermaids", with the especially
ugly ones titled "Crazy Chick" (the only difference between a "Feminist Mermaid" and a "Crazy Chick" is that the "Crazy
Chick" looks mad). The racist caricatures only get worse as the game goes on, and I'm starting to hate playing it. I know I've
played it for far too long, but it took a while for things to go from "rare speck of racism" to "this is becoming a pattern" racism.
I'm a feminist, female and African-American. This game used to be fun, but now it offends me. I'm not entirely sure why it was
Greenlit.

Another issue is the grammar and spelling errors littered in the story sections that appear when you first enter a new area; I feel
that, however, I can partially forgive this since the creator(s) seem to not speak English as a first language (this might also
explain the values dissonance with the racist caricatures; I'm aware that subtle, satirical racism is still prevalent in other
countries' major media like cartoons, so the multitude of jarring blackface characters and unattractive feminist characters might
just be normal to them... Doesn't make it okay, though).

This is actually one of the few times when I've hated auto-save. The game gives you no idea what your current limit for currency
is, so when you collect an in-game achievement reward of more currency and hit the limit, you lost whatever was the excess, and
with the auto-save, that means having to accept that you cashed in a 1-million soul (currency) reward but only had enough room
for 13 more (or, in my case, I had room for 600,000 when I accidenatlly cashed in a 3-million soul reward. The game auto-saved
IMMEDIATELY. That amount would've helped a lot in the late game... if I still felt like playing it).

All-in-all, if it weren't for the racism and sexism, I would've completed this game and had a mostly positive review squared
away for it. As it is, I no longer want to touch this odd and (still barring the sexism and racism) quirky, entirely too playable
game. It's a shame that I can't recommed it as it is.. Props if you actually ever read this.
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There's some really fun dialogue to be had here and the characters themselves are a nice sight. (Albeit I'd argue that Santi  is
biiiiit un-tanned for a Spanish local, eh? I know looks aren't everything but he doesn't scream Mediterranian to me.). It is a
shame that the sprites are relatively static. No blinking or facial expression, just a wardrobe change for some of them during the
story.

The usage of real backgrounds (read: photos that were not visually blurred or otherwise altered) seemed odd, but in a way helps
one imagine partaking in such a cruise. At the same time however, when these pictures feature real people (do those people even
know? :o ) it just starts leaving cracks in your immersion because the characters you deal with clearly have an anime style and
not realistic looks. Once you hit the part where you see a short clip of real people at a real party it just kinda ruins the
experience as a whole, at least for me. Those things just don't work in combination.

The story is pretty short and choices are purely aesthetic for the most part. The pinnacle of this game is to choose boy A, boy B,
or neither, but regardless of your choice, the VN abruptly cuts off with a "The End" a few lines after your choice. Way to go,
you never get to see the payoff of making that choice, basically.

I considered giving this game a Recommend but [see spoiler in the bullet points below] is not okay in my book. Also illusion of
choice much? In the end, the bad and the wtf just outweighed the good in my opinion. I'm not saying this VN is a completely
lost cause but I just can't wholeheartedly recommend it either.

Pros:

Cute looking character sprites

Backgrounds from inside a luxury cruise that will make you envy some fictional characters

Some of the writing is pretty hilarious

Cons:

No CGs

Static character sprites

It's rather... short for a game asking you to shell out 7€/$

There is this one guy that you HAVE to have intercourse with or you're stuck in a story loop. Wtf?

Basically kinetic/linear until the final choice

Abrupt Endings (you make your choice for love, read a few more lines... BOOM! The End.)

Wtf?

There are voice recordings for the two love interests, so couldn't they have made them voice their actual dialogue too?
(Yes obviously paying VAs costs money but it seems an odd choice to have one part voiced but nothing else.)

Small intermission animations of the ship and the night look a bit... clunky

Real life video with real life people breaks immersion more so than:

Real life backgrounds with real life people
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Mini-game sort of makes sense given your MC is techie, but... fixing a literal machine engine via fixing corrupted files,
wut

Have I mentioned yet that there is this one guy that you HAVE to have intercourse with or you're stuck in a story loop.
Wtf? because it bears repeating.

. You can't really play hoi4 without dlc's, it's just too bland. This should've been part of the base game..
\u30e9\u30a4\u30d6\u30c0\u30a4\u30ea\u30d4\u30fc\u30c8\u3068\u30ea\u30d4\u30fc\u30c8
. If your like me and like a fun clean platforming experience that will will challenge you on higher difficulty levels. Look no
further than Rush to Adventure.

Think supermario + zelda 2 and your really close to what you can expect from Rush to Adventure.

Get ready to get your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665handed to you if your like me and will fight for the perfect rating on all
stages :D
It a lot of fun and i know for a fact that there is content here for more than the 10 euro asking prize.

Try it out and tell your friends.

. Very blant... start OP end op, even in higher dificulties it doesn't have much of a chalenge sim you already start maxed out in
the class you chose.

Come check out what Eurogamer thought of ShockRods!:

https://www.eurogamer.net/articles/2019-04-04-shockrods-is-a-thrillingly-old-school-arena-shooter#comments. ShockRods is
coming to Early Access May 30th! [Updated]:
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Ready the rail gun and prime the grenade launcher! ShockRods is coming to Early Access on May 30th!

We know many of you were able to play the betas and really loved it! soon it will be time to take to the arena again and put
everything you learnt to good use, remember the 5 D's: Dodge, frag, frag, frag and frag!

For everyone else, add ShockRods to your wishlist and be ready to take to the arena for the first time on May 30th!

Update can be found here:

https://steamcommunity.com/games/647640/announcements/detail/1598127930592520964

. The ShockRods BETA 2.0 is upon us!:

If you want to sign up and take part in BETA 2.0 please follow the link below:
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https://www.greenmangaming.com/shockrods-beta-signup

Take to the arena and frag like it's 1996!. BETA 2.0 Patch notes are here!:

UI & Audio. Frost Deatherem OrbusVR: Reborn The Unholy Society Mean Routine King Rabbit Truberbrook / Trüberbrook
Metro Sim Hustle If My Heart Had Wings ShockRods Keep Calm & Keep your Powder Dry!:

Earlier this month we opened up pre-orders for ShockRods around our live beta testing. Now the beta testing is done and the
findings are being acted upon, it’s a good time for us to update you on what’s been happening since.

Firstly, we’d just like to say a big THANK YOU to everyone who not only took part in the test weekends but also dropped by to
check out the game at EGX Rezzed in April. We loved chatting to you all and hearing all the great things you had to say about
ShockRods.

We had an amazing response from players during the beta, and the hugely helpful feedback and suggestions have continued to
come in since – mainly through our dedicated Discord channel. This input has been invaluable to us, allowing us to tune and
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tweak the gameplay. As part of this process, we’ve made the decision to move the release of ShockRods to late summer 2019.
This will allow us to incorporate all the relevant intel that’s been gathered, and address everything that came from the betas and
subsequent discussions.

The extra time will ensure that we deliver the very best version of ShockRods possible – which has always been and remains our
number one goal.

Once again, thank you everyone for the incredible support! And we look forward to seeing you soon in the ShockRods battle
arenas!

Stainless Games. Sign ups for BETA 2.0 are live!:

Sign up to BETA 2.0 here!

https://www.greenmangaming.com/shockrods-beta-signup

And add ShockRods to your wishlist!
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